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           We tried to hire a decent scooter here in Jersey, but no luck. All we 
could get was either a 50cc single person put – put or a Harley Davison at 
£125.00 for the day. So we went out on the bikes to the far side of the Island 
to a nature reserve with lots of orchids. The bay there is called St Ouens bay 
its about 4 miles of flat sand.

 
This week end is the Jersey spring show so off we went to mix with the locals.

                                 All the girls were there

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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             But my favourite was the Liberation brewery tent

 House prices in Jersey are out off 
this world. The television was saying
the average cost of a house is 
£460.00 Young ordinary people
don’t stand a chance of buying a
house the worst value for money I
saw was this semi-detached.
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     We get the ferry tomorrow night for a overnight to Portsmouth, then on 
to the new forest. Would we come back to Jersey ? I don't think so. Cornwall 
North Devon and Brittany all in my opinion have more to offer than Jersey.
It does not seem to know what it is, a tourist resort, a financial and 
commercial  centre or just a hide away for the very rich (who cant afford 
Monaco)
     Now Guernsey on the other hand is great. They cater for tourist's and the 
Island has a homely and friendly feel about it. They have made the coast 
accessible to everyone with great foot paths and bike tracks. All the buildings 
and houses have a stile which is warm and cosy (a strange way to describe 
them but that’s how they feel). We would like to return to enjoy Guernsey 
again.

Last letter I was having so much trouble getting the photos to stay where I 
wanted them. (they kept moving after I had placed them on a page and 
saved) That I forget to send a quote well here it is.

            I distrust camels. . . . . . . . . . . . .
            and anyone else who can go a week without a drink

             Men are like wine, some turn to vinegar, 
             But the best improve with age.   
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